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the controls and q/a/d/c buttons of the aerosoftcrackerv2.exel are: a -
open a new window to display the aeronautical chart you currently
look at b - change the icon of the aeronautical chart window you
currently look at c - set the trackers to follow the aircraft that you

currently look at. d - set the trackers to follow aircraft you find in the
selected country e - set the trackers to follow aircraft in the selected
region f - show flight logs g - set map limits h - set the map limit on

number of tracks visible at one time i - set the map limit on total
number of tracks visible at one time j - show aircraft that are going

through airports k - set the map limit on number of aircraft to show l -
set the map limit on number of airports to show m - set the map limit

on number of flights to show n - set the map limit on number of
airlines to show o - show the flight that is currently in progress p - set
map limit on number of flights to show q - close this window (see "f") r
- set map limits on all maps it will also display the aeronautical charts

and flight tracking trackers that match the information in the
database you selected. you can preview the trackers by clicking on

the "preview trackers" link on the left side of the screen. once cracked
you will end up with a new permanent installation of aerosoft

simulator v1.23. as there is no longer an option to purchase the
cracked aerosoft simulator it's not 100% clear what to do with it at

this point in time. 5ec8ef588b
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